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Abstract: 

A unique and independent unit condition monitoring technology, called Shaft Condition 
Monitoring, provides “Early Warning” of rotating machinery problems by monitoring 
Shaft Electrical Profiles.  Conditioned signals from shaft brushes indicate at its 
inception, development of a unit or train problem.  Trending of shaft brush signals warn 
of specific problems long before they are apparent on traditional instruments.  These 
instruments indicate and/or alarm only after an abnormality has existed long enough to 
generate heat, vibration, noise or contamination.  Damage has already occurred by this 
time.  Advance warning provided by monitoring of shaft currents and voltages can 
indicate a definite problem requiring action, or will alert operators to carefully trend 
conventional instruments and monitors to confirm or pinpoint an indicated problem.  
Corrective measures, if required, can then be implemented as the situation dictates, 
possibly averting catastrophic damage. 
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Introduction: 
Early warning of developing problems in rotating machinery via shaft voltage and 
current monitoring is an out-growth of engineering activities to protect shaft bearings 
from stray current since mid-1970’s.  There has been a notable increase in occurrences 
and intensity of shaft current damage as machines became larger, operated at higher 
speeds, and increasingly employ high alloy steels.   The shaft electrical profile of is 
determined from monitored shaft voltages and grounding currents.  Changes in their 
profile provides "Early Warning" of developing unit problems on rotating machines, such 
as turbines, generators, motors, compressors, blowers, etc. commonly found in utilities, 
steel mills, paper mills and petrochemical industries. 
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Technology: 
The unique and relatively new technology called Shaft Condition Monitoring, determines 
overall unit condition using the shaft as a sensor.  MPS has adopted the following 
definition of   Shaft Condition Monitoring: 

 ‘A continuous monitoring technology that uses 
shaft grounding current and voltage profiles  
in operating units to determine if there are 

developing problems or existing problems in 
electrical and mechanical rotating machinery.’ 

 
MPS’ experience has shown that shaft electrical profiles, consisting of the magnitude 
and frequency of shaft current and voltage, are unique to each rotating unit and train.  
The sources of stray currents and voltages vary but most commonly are 
electromagnetic and/or electrostatic in nature.  Stray voltages exist in most rotating 
machinery and can be very large if there is an electrical component in the train.  Shaft 
signals, when properly interpreted, can alert operators and engineers to developing 
problems so that corrective action can be exercised.  Such actions may include close 
monitoring and trending of conventional sensors and instruments such as vibration and 
temperature in order to identify and confirm indicated problems.  Thus, Shaft Condition 
Monitoring Technology does not replace, but complements and enhances conventional 
sensors, instruments and monitors. 

Components Needed: 
Quality components are needed to achieve effective Shaft Grounding and Condition 
Monitoring.  The “transducers” utilized to provide signals consist of insulated reliable 
shaft riding brushes for both shaft grounding and shaft voltage sensing.  The number of 
brushes needed for a particular train may vary and depends upon how many 
electrically-isolated rotating machinery shaft sections are present.  Brushes that can be 
mounted without major disassembly of the unit are preferred.  Shown in Figure1 is such 
a brush specifically designed to perform properly, even in presence of moderate oil and 
dirt.  Being a bristle-type brush, it significantly out-performs all other brushes such as 
copper braid, carbon, babbitt etc.  Copper braid, commonly used for shaft grounding 
can perform well when clean and when riding on a clean shaft, however it will gum-up in 
a matter of days and thus require regular and frequent maintenance.  On the other 
hand, special bristle type brushes will perform satisfactorily in oil and in dirty 
atmospheres.  In all applications, brushes must be insulated in order to obtain quality 
current and voltage signals.  Also, the size and type of bristle brush to use depends 
upon the brush location and the current to be carried. 

Shaft current and voltage signals are fed to a monitor, such as the MPS VCM-E, to 
insure continuous and reliable shaft grounding and to facilitate continuous monitoring of 
the shaft grounding current and the shaft voltage.  These continuously monitored 
signals are the keys to machine condition determination and to provide “Early Warning” 
of developing unit problems. 
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        Figure 1      Figure 2A Figure 2B 

 
The VCM-ENSII, shown in Figure 2A, has dual VCMs in a single enclosure making it 
ideal for application to large turbine-generators.  The single VCMs, Figure 2B are 
available in either explosion-proof or non explosion-proof enclosures.  All VCMs are 
designed specifically to process the current and voltage signals from the grounding and 
voltage sensing brushes, condensing them to manageable quantities while preserving 
critical data necessary to compute the shaft and unit condition.  The VCM should be 
mounted as close as possible to the current shunt or tapped resistor in the brush 
grounding cable to avoid possible interference from area electromagnetic waves.  The 
VCM-E has a local display for independent checking of wiring connections and 
consistency of data. Various means are available for transmitting VCM-E signals and 
alarms to the control room for data logging and computer analysis.  Most commonly-
used are 4-20mA signals. 
 
Configurations: 
The placement of grounding and voltage sensing brushes is often dictated by space 
available and mounting limitations.  Figure 3 shows a preferred arrangement for Shaft 
Grounding and Condition Monitoring of Turbine Generators and for other especially 
large and/or critical trains.  Dual grounding brushes are employed and are often located 
between the turbine and the generator.  Voltage sensing brushes are usually located at 
the generator outboard, or excitation end shaft and on the shaft near the HP and IP 
turbines.  Where the train has solidly-bolted couplings, additional brushes are not 
usually needed for proper and continuous shaft grounding.  Additional brushes for shaft 
grounding and voltage sensing may be necessary where insulated couplings, gear-type 
couplings or speed-changing gears isolate electrically what appears to be a single shaft. 
It is important to identify “electrically isolated shaft segments” of a unit.  Figure 4, shows 
an elementary configuration for industrial or auxiliary set applications.  Where there are 
electrically separate shafts, such as, on each side of a gear mesh, or gear-type coupling 
or insulated coupling, each shaft needs to be protected and monitored separately with 
its own grounding, voltage sensing and monitoring system. 
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OPTION I-2 
BASIC SHAFT GROUNDING AND VOLTAGE SENSING 

APPLIED TO INDUSTRIAL CLASS ROTATING MACHINERY 
One VCM-E fed from shaft grounding brush & remote voltage sensing brush 
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On large Turbine Generator Sets and machinery in explosive atmospheres, redundant 
grounding brushes are used to facilitate ease of brush maintenance and to provide 
continuous and reliable shaft grounding.  When using Bristle Brushes on a larger T-G 
set, dual large brushes are the preferred choice.  Dual grounding brushes will lessen the 
grounding current in each brush, extending brush insert wear life.  Because they do not 
carry current, voltage-sensing brushes are usually smaller.  Voltage sensing brushes 
provide additional, or confirming information on the shaft condition. 
 
Monitors are installed near the grounding brushes so that the length of the grounding 
cable is minimized.  The grounding cable is run to the current shunt, or tapped resistor 
and from there to the nearest bearing lower housing.  This eliminates shaft to bearing 
voltage potentials at the grounding location. The lower housing is then bonded to station 
ground.  Likewise, to minimize signal interference, the VCM-E should be located as 
close as possible to the current shunt or tapped resistor.  VCM outputs typically consist 
of 4-20mA signals of peak current, average current and peak voltage along with alarm 
contact opening for low current, high current and high voltage.  Alarms can be unified as 
a single alarm line to the control room and computer system if desired. 
 
Analysis, Detection, and Pinpointing: 
Problems detected are determined by reducing shaft current and shaft voltage signals 
into minimums, maximums, frequency, ratios and rate of changes.  These may indicate 
several possible causes requiring positive identification and confirmation from other 
factors to pinpoint a specific fault.  Confirmation of proposed problems and degradation 
in condition is obtained by tracking specific changes of the following: 
 
1. Vibration of Shaft, Bearing, Frame 

and/or Core. 
2. Temperature of Bearings, Armature 

and/or Field 
3. Oil Particle analysis 
4. Audible levels and frequencies 
5. Shaft Displacement axial and radial. 
6. Electrical Harmonic Analysis. 
7. Partial Discharge level, changes. 

8. Field Ground Fault indications. 
9. Current side band analysis. 
10. Gap flux-probe symmetry. 
11. Field AC Impedance Changes. 
12. Field Current Changes for Same 

Load and Power Factor. 
13.  Gas particle Monitor indications. 
14. Shaft torque changes. 

 
      

Early Warnings of developing problems should induce operators to pay particular 
attention to changes of these factors to confirm what might otherwise have been 
over-looked.  By narrowing the possible “Faults” or “Source of Problems”, effort 
can then be focused on effective troubleshooting, leading to orderly planning 
and/or execution of maintenance or shutdowns as appropriate.    Page 7 lists 11 
cases where MPS VCM technology has provided indications of early problem 
development on operating machiines. 
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MACHINERY FAULTS DETECTED WITH VCM-Es OR VCM-Cs 

 
Grounding Brush or Ground has lost continuity. 

 

 
Stator core lamination shorting in an electrical generator. 

 

 

Self-excitation or compounding of shaft voltages and grounding 
currents from shorted rotor coil. 

 

 
Shaft Rubs at bearings and/or seals. 

 

 
Loss of or Shorting of Insulation at Bearings, Seals or Coupling.

 

 
Diode Failure in Generator Excitation. 

 

 
Excessive Sparking at Collector Ring Brushes. 

 

 
Intermittent Rotor Winding Ground Fault. 

 

 

Excessive transients in pulse width modulated rotor and/or 
stator electrical supply. 

 

 

Dry Steam conditions at the inlet of the turbine with partial 
admission, caused charge separation and spark discharge. 

 

 

Wet steam conditions at the exhaust end of the turbine causing 
charge separation with possible blade erosion and cavitation. 

 

© Copyright 1979-2002, Magnetic Products and Services, Inc. Patent applied for. 
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Shaft Condition Monitoring Problem Detection with VCM-E Units 
Apply to the following Machines: 
 
• All Electrically Isolated Rotating Machinery Shafts (Both Electrical or Mechanical) 
• Induction Motors and Induction Generators 
• Synchronous Motors and Generators 
• Direct Current Motors and Generators 

 
For each Class of Rotating Machinery, there are between 5 to 10 clearly defined 
“Faults” (or Symptoms of Developing Problems) the VCM-E will identify.  .   
 
 
Summary and Conclusion: 
Shaft Condition Monitoring Technology provides users with significant benefits not 
previously available.  After fifteen years of field performance, VCM monitoring of large 
and critical machines increasingly proves its value in unit condition determination and 
early warning of developing unit problems.  VCM-E’s can confirm and enhance the 
value of conventional unit monitors and instruments.  Not only can Shaft Condition 
Monitoring diagnostic techniques benefit both planned and predictive maintenance 
programs it can extend unit operating time.   

And all this is available without major disruption or dismantling of the machine and at a 
very low component and installation cost to the user.  Typical purchase prices for 
brushes and VCMs range from five to seven thousand dollars for moderate sized 
machines to approximately fifty thousand dollars for the largest turbine generators.   

Weeg: C: Pauls files\MPS\Papers\\epri2002motorpredictivemaintconf.doc 
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